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The teacher’s place in society is of vital importance. He acts as the pivot for the
transmission of intellectual traditions and technical skills from generation to
generation and helps to keep the lamp of civilization burning. A teacher does not only
impart knowledge but is a ‘Knowledge-creator’. He/she is an architect, who shapes
the personality of the Teacher’s role in the classroom, society, and world at large,
have taken a different turn from what it was back in the day. Over time, teachers were
given a specific curriculum to follow, as well as instructions on how to go about
teaching the curriculum. In the world today, the teacher’s role has gone beyond
teaching. Their role now involves counseling of students, mentoring students,
teaching students how to use and apply knowledge in their lives. Teachers are now
observing for ways they can impact students on a whole different level, and even
inspire them to do more. Knowledge creation is a paramount duty of the individual
towards the society, nation and the entire humanity. Teaching is more than imparting
knowledge; it is inspiring change. Learning is more than absorbing facts; it is
acquiring understanding. The concept of knowledge should enlighten the lives of the
students with wisdom. Accordingly, a teacher should be able to act as a resource
person for all students by catering to the students’ diverse needs. This is possible if
the teacher has love for knowledge. A teacher should read new books, acquire new
dimension of knowledge, become enriched with new ideas. And this capacity to
acquire knowledge must be combined with the capacity to communicate knowledge
to others.
This perspective possesses an immense value for the academicians from different
fields in performing their individual, social and professional responsibilities.

Considering the immense importance of the knowledge creation, recognition, and
protection, the UGC- Human Resource Development Centre, DAVV Indore, in
collaboration with CIPR and DPIIT-IPR Chair at

Maharashtra National Law

University, Nagpur proposes a Short-term Course on Intellectual Property Rights to
orient and train the teachers with different facets and interface of Intellectual Property
Rights.
ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY
The Maharashtra National Law University, Nagpur, an Institution with a students’
centric outlook, was established by the Government of Maharashtra in 2015. The
University started its academic activities from August 1, 2016 and is currently in its
fifth year of academic pursuits with five batches of undergraduate degree course
[B.A.LL.B.(Hons.) Five-Year Integrated Degree Course]; fifth batch of postgraduate
degree program [One-Year LL.M.]; and three batches of Ph.D. programme. The
University is pursuing excellence in legal and justice education under the visionary
mentorship of the Chancellor, Hon’ble Shri Justice Bhushan Gavai, Supreme Court
of India and dynamic leadership of Prof. (Dr.) Vijender Kumar, Vice-Chancellor of
the University. The University is recognised by the University Grants Commission
(UGC) and the Bar Council of India (BCI), New Delhi. It is also a member of
Association of Indian Universities (AIU), New Delhi and Consortium of National
Law Universities of India. The University has launched B.A.LL.B. (Honors in
Adjudication and Justicing) Five-Year Integrated Degree Course, the first-of-its-kind
in India; it aims to train and equip students for the entry level of Judiciary.

ABOUT THE DPIIT CENTRE FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
The Centre for Intellectual Property Rights (CIPR) is one of the advanced legal
research Centre of the University intending to promote the Human, Social and
Commercial values through exclusive socio-legal research in the field of Intellectual
Property Rights. The University is proud to have the DPIIT CHAIR on Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR Chair) established by theDepartment for Promotion of Industry
and Internal Trade (DPIIT), Ministry of Commerce andIndustry, Government of India.

ABOUT THE DPIIT-IPR CHAIR
The Scheme for Pedagogy & Research in IPRs for Holistic Education & Academia
(SPRIHA) was launched in the year 2016 by the Department for Promotion of
Industries and Internal Trade (DPIIT), Ministry of Commerce and Industry,
Government of India. The IPR Chair was established under the scheme at selected
Universities in India and MNLU, Nagpur takes pride in being one for them. The chair
was established to fulfill one of the objectives of the National IPR Policy of the
Government of India which was to ‘Strengthen IP Chairs in educational institutes of
higher learning to provide quality teaching and research, develop teaching capacity
and curricula and evaluate their work on performance-based criteria’. The Objective
of the National IPR Policy is to strengthen the IPR framework of the country. The
plan under the initiative of ‘AatmaNirbhar Bharat’, is to create more local brands and
take them at a global outreach and Intellectual Property Rights play a key role in it.
To achieve the objective of ‘AatmaNirbhar Bharat,’ the DPIIT-IPR Chair is
organising several activities such as launching online programmes to increase
awareness, seminars, expert lectures for imparting knowledge on the process of
acquiring IPR, etc. with an intention to help the participants become self-reliant.
Marching towards the goal of intellectual development, the Centre for Intellectual
Property Rights and DPIIT-IPR Chair at Maharashtra National Law University,
Nagpur in collaboration with the UGC- Human Resource Development Centre,
DAVV, Indore is organising the Short-Term Course on Intellectual Property Rights
on September 20-25, 2021. Teachers from all fields of study from the Higher
Education Institutions may participate for the course.

ABOUT DEVI AHILYA VISHWAVIDYALAYA (DAVV)
Formerly was known as University of Indore, is a premier University in Central India,
has completed 54th years of establishment, educational commitment and services. It
is the First State University of Madhya Pradesh which has been accredited
with “A+” grade by NAAC. It was established in 1964, by an Act of Legislature of
Madhya Pradesh. DAVV is an affiliating State University whose jurisdiction includes

seven tribal dominated districts of Indore division It is catering to the educational
needs on one hand to the most industrially developed district of MP, Indore and on
the other hand to the tribal and rural backward districts of the State. The University
serves around 3,00,000 students every year through well qualified human resources,
with diversified course structure, inter-disciplinary research and value-based
education. The University is committed to following vision and mission which has
been derived from its motto “Dhiyo Yonah Prachodayat” Educating and
empowering the learners to realize their potential through righteous blending of
knowledge, skills, and values for serving the society. The University provides and
nurtures research environment for promoting high quality original research. It offers
Ph.D. and M. Phil. Programmes in all the subjects. The total enrolment in Ph.D. in 16
faculties stands at 1050 in 2013. Most of the departments have research projects
funded by various agencies like UGC, CSIR, DBT, ICAR, DST, ICSSR, MPCST, and
others. All the departments / schools of studies are actively engaged in research,
publish in national and international publications, undertake sponsored research
projects and have collaborations with organizations of repute. University Teaching
Departments have collaborations with International institutes of Hungary, USA,
Russia, Belgium, Czech Republic, Canada and Taiwan to facilitate student – faculty
exchange, training and collaborative research.
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAMME:
1. To acquaint participants regarding the importance of IPR in developing countries.
2. To sensitize the faculty participants about safeguarding their inventions and
research work in the virtual world.
3. To create awareness about the benefit of IPR in the academic community.

COURSE FEE:
The registration fee for Faculty Development Programme is Rs. 1000/- to be paid
through Online mode only.
In view of the rapid spread of Corona Virus (COVID-19), as a precautionary measure,
the organisers have decided to conduct the course through an Online Mode via
‘Google Meet’.

PATRON
Prof. (Dr.) Vijender Kumar
Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor,
Maharashtra National Law University, Nagpur.
Coordinator
Dr. Ragini P. Khubalkar,
In-charge, DPIIT-IPR Chair,
Assistant Professor of Law, MNLU Nagpur
Co-coordinators
Ms. Shweta Kulkarni
Research Assistant,
DPIIT-IPR Chair, MNLU Nagpur.
For registration and more information please visit https://hrdcindoredauniv.in/courses/short-term-courses/
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